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Learning Objectives
By the end of this presentation student is expected to
understand
Meaning and Concept of Marketing Mix
Elements of Marketing Mix
Importance of Marketing Mix
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Introduction
The term ‘Marketing Mix’ was first used in the article, “The concept of marketing mix” authored
by Neil Bordon.
This was later popularized by E.Jerome McCarthy by proposing four Ps in the year 1960. Four Ps
suggested by McCarthy were Product, Price, Place and Promotion.

E Jerome
Mccarthy

Further addition was made in the year 1993 by Robert F.Lauterborn who gave four C’s. Four Cs
represent customer/consumer, customer cost, convenience and communication. Four Cs model is
suitable for niche marketing while 4 Ps is appropriate for mass marketing.
The concept of four Ps was then further extended to include three more Ps by Booms and Bitner
to include the elements of service sector- process, people and physical evidence.
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Meaning: It refers to the set of controllable factors that a
firm can use to influence the behaviour of consumers in a
specified marketing environment. It is the mix of essential
elements of marketing to satisfy the consumers and enhance
the revenues of the concern to sustain the highly complex
environment. It is the optimum mix of the elements to
increase the sales.
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Definition
Philip Kotelr defined marketing mix in the following words “marketing
mix represents the setting of the firm’s marketing decision variables at a
particular point of time”.

Philip Kotler
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Elements of Marketing Mix - 4 Ps of Marketing
Product
Price
Place
Promotion
Of the above four elements price is the only element that generate revenue and the other
three are the cost oriented ie they add cost to the company.
Extended elements of Marketing Mix
Process
People
Physical evidence
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Product
➢ Product is bundle of utilities which satisfies the needs, wants and
desires of the customers.
➢ Product may be tangible like goods or intangible like services or an
idea which may be commercially exploited
➢ Examples of tangible goods are tooth paste, cosmetics, cars,
electronic and electrical equipment etc while intangible services
include hospitality and tourism, insurance, telephone services etc
➢ Product policy of a firm deals with proper branding, right
packaging and other factors like size, weight, volume, quality,
design, product range, guaranties, warranties and after sales
services.
Goods which are tangible may be further classified as convenience
goods, shopping goods and specialty goods.
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Price
➢ Price is the amount paid by the customer for the product.
➢ Price is influenced by multiple factors like competition, cost of material,
customer’s perceived value of the product.
➢ This is the only revenue generating element. To quote Philip Kotler, price
is the marketing mix element that produces revenue, the other three
produce cost.
➢ Price conveys a message to potential customer about the product or
service and creates a perceived value for the product or service.
➢ Pricing decision has a direct influence on the sales volume and profits of
business.
➢ A thorough research is the prerequisite for fixing right price.
Source of Image: Internet
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Place
➢ Place which is often referred to as distribution channel represents the location
where a product can be purchased thereby creating place utility.
➢ It is where your product is bought and how it is bought.

Shopping Mall

➢ This movement may be by combination of intermediaries like distributors,
wholesalers and retailers.
➢ It may be traditional brick and mortor model ie physical stores or virtual stores ie
sale through internet.
➢ It involves the activities involved in channelizing the goods from producer to the
ultimate consumer: mode of transport, warehousing and storage, order
processing and inventory control.

Local Kirana Stores
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Promotion
➢ Promotion activities are meant to communicate and persuade the target
market to buy the company’s products which is made possible by advertising,
personal selling, sales promotion, public relations and word of mouth which
is referred to as viral advertising.
➢ A promotional mix is allocation of resources among the promotional
techniques like advertising, public relations, sales promotions, direct
marketing and personal selling.
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Significance of Marketing Mix
Optimizing the marketing mix elements is inevitable for the organizations to survive and
maintain its share in the market.
Multiple factors both internal and external influence the business and its earnings demanding
the organizations to continuously evaluate the marketing mix adopted and make the
alterations if necessary.
Availability of close substitutes, awareness of consumers, changes in preferences of
customers, economic conditions, changing legislations compel the marketing management to
redefine their marketing mix.
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Process of marketing mix involves the following steps:
➢ Identification of the target customers to whom the sales are to be made is the primary task.
➢ Understanding the needs and desires of the customers by conducting marketing research. This includes
analysis of various factors which influence the behaviour of the consumer and his purchase decision.
➢ Based on the knowledge obtained from the above two steps frame a policy ie an optimum mix of the
elements which is called as marketing mix.
➢ The designed mix may be administered to a small group of customers on an experimental basis. The
response of the customers may call for a change in the mix. The marketing mix may be altered based on
the reactions of the customers. However, the mix need to be altered by continuously evaluating the results
from the mix implemented.
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Marketing Mix Strategy implemented by Patanjali
Patanjali Ayurved is one the fastest growing FMCG companies in
India, which focuses on food, healthcare and medicinal products.
Patanjali is founded by Indian yoga guru Baba Ramdev and
Acharya Balkrishna in 2006 with the aim of promoting ayurvedic
products amongst consumers. With annual revenues exceeding INR
5000 crore, Patanjali had become one of the largest consumer
goods company in India. Patanjali Ayurved has also initiated its
expansion by dealership partnerships and distributor channels
across India and abroad.
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Product
The products of Patanjali include cosmetic products like skin care, hair care
and tooth care. The products catering the baby segment, medicines, food
products like noodles, biscuits etc which are ayurvedic and free from harmful
chemicals distinguishes it from its competitors. The products attract the healthconscious customers who want to stay away from products made of harmful
chemicals.
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Price
Pricing strategy is penetrative pricing since it would be difficult
to reach target customers who are accustomed to other by
charging high prices. Moreover, the company is able to curtail
the cost since the ingredients are used are natural and domestic.
This has helped the company to reach significant number of
households in India.
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Promotion
Patanjali’s slogan ‘Prakriti ka Ashirwad’ has attracted customers who
want to stay fit by staying away from chemicals and artificial
ingredients. This FMCG company has made the best use of
promotion techniques in disseminating the information about its
products. It uses the media channels like print and electronic. Yoga
guru, Ramdev Baba, who has large number of followers both
nationally and internationally is the brand ambassador for the products
of Patanjali. This has helped the company to sell the products by
targeting the customers who perceive that to lead a healthy life style
using natural products is the only solution.
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Place
Patanjali has successfully reached a wide population with its
efficient distribution network. The products are available across
various cities and towns. It is increasing its online sales as well. The
brand has expanded its operations globally.
Use of natural ingredients and ayurvedic herbs and affordable
prices has made Patanjali successful in the market.
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Source
The PPT is based on the information collected from E- books on
marketing and google and websites of Patanjali.
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